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Abstract
We evaluate the consistency of two methods of estimating the eﬀect of an economic
policy: i) asking individuals to report the change in their behavior caused by the policy,
and ii) estimating this change using reported behaviors and diﬀerences in treatment across
households. Both methods have been widely used to measure the propensity to spend lumpsum payments. Using Federal stimulus payments disbursed quasi-randomly over time in 2008,
we find a close relationship between the propensity to spend reported by survey participants
and that revealed by their spending, except that the methods disagree about how propensities
diﬀer with household liquidity.
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Introduction

The foundation of testing and estimation in economics is the revealed preference approach in
which theories are tested or causal inferences drawn from observed behaviors and outcomes.
This approach is closely linked to, and motivated by, revealed preference theory which posits
hypothetical economic environments in which agents face the same choice multiple times with all
factors beyond those of interest unchanged. In reality such situations are impossible to observe.
Inference based on observation either compares diﬀerent agents at the same time or the same
agents but at diﬀerent times. The alternative to the revealed-preference approach is to draw
inference from hypothetical rather than observed behavior, using reports of diﬀerent choices in
diﬀerent hypothetical situations of interest. Not only is this alternative approach prevalent in
other fields, such as history or psychology, where people’s reports of what they would have done
in a diﬀerent situation are more commonly used as evidence, but it has always had a presence
in economic theory and is becoming more widespread in empirical economics.
These two methodologies involve diﬀerent assumptions and inputs. The revealed preference
approach requires data on behavior and variation in the causal factors of interest, and also
requires the assumption that diﬀerences over time or across people do not confound inference.
The reported preference approach requires comparatively less data and econometric ingenuity,
but also requires careful design of survey instruments and the assumption that the behaviors
reported by people correspond to their actual behaviors in the hypothetical scenarios of interest,
an assumption that raise numerous questions. Do people fully understand the alternative scenario(s) in the question, do they know or figure out accurately what their own behavior would
be (or have been), and do they then respond honestly and accurately? Friedman and Wallis
(1942, p. 179-80) discussing an early application of the reported preference methodology (Thurstone, 1931) famously wrote “Questionnaires or other devices based on conjectural responses to
hypothetical stimuli . . . are valueless because the subject cannot know how he would react.”
In this paper, we evaluate the consistency of estimates based on reported hypothetical behavior and estimates from a randomized field experiment in the domain of consumption smoothing.
Specifically, we study the propensity to spend lump-sum tax rebates, an example of interest
not only for its importance in distinguishing among models of consumer behavior and choosing
among alternative policy options, but also because there has been a boom of recent research on
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consumption behavior using the reported preference approach.1
We find that the extent to which households report that they spent their Economic Stimulus
Payments in 2008 aligns well with the extent to which their spending reveals that they spent
their payments. Households reporting that they mostly spent their payments spend roughly
twice as much as those reporting that they used their payments mostly to save or pay down
debt. Further, quantitative estimates of the average reported propensity to spend are quite
close to the average revealed propensity. However, the reported-spending propensities do not
exhibit the diﬀerence in revealed-preference propensities across households with diﬀerent levels
of liquidity. Revealed-preference measures show larger spending responses for households with
low liquidity while reported-preference measures do not.
To conduct our analysis, we use two sets of questions — about receipt of stimulus payments
and about perceived spending eﬀect — added to two surveys of consumer spending: ) the
Consumer Expenditure (CE) Survey, which contains comprehensive measures of household-level
expenditures for a stratified random sample of U.S. households, and ) the Nielsen Consumer
Panel (NCP), which has a much larger sample and more accurate measure of spending but for
a smaller set of goods. We worked with survey administrators at the Bureau of Labor Statistics
and at ACNielsen to design and field survey instruments consistent with the format of each
survey. These surveys first ask about policy variation, specifically whether the household has
received a payment, and, if so, the amount and when it was received. Second, the survey
asks people to self-report the diﬀerence between their actual spending and their spending in a
hypothetical alternative scenario in which they did not receive a tax payment. With only minor
customization for the particulars of each survey, we employ the survey instrument that Shapiro
and Slemrod (1995, 2003a, 2003b, 2009) have used to measure spending responses to various tax
policies. Third, and in the NCP survey only, our survey instrument asks households to report
how much the policy caused them to spend in dollars on both NCP goods and other goods and
services.
We construct quantitative, reported-preference estimates of the propensity to spend based
1

While large sample survey studies of reported preferences go back to at least Juster and Shay (1964), in
addition to the papers highlighted in the main text, recent examples include Smeeding, Phillips, and O’Connor
(2000), Coronado, Lupton, and Sheiner (2005), Leigh (2012), Jappelli and Pistaferri (2014), National Highway
Traﬃc Safety Administration U.S. Department of Transportation (2009), Crump, Eusepi, Tambalotti, and Topa
(2015), Graziani, van der Klaauw, and Zafar (2016), Auclert (2015), Ameriks, Briggs, Caplin, and Shapiro (2016),
Bunn, Le Roux, Reinold, and Surico (2017), and Kan, Peng, and Wang (2017).
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on these numerical responses, the discrete responses to the Shapiro-Slemrod questions, and numerical spending propensities associated with diﬀerent subjective responses used in the previous
literature.
Our revealed-preference methodology follows analysis by Johnson, Parker, and Souleles
(2006), Parker, Souleles, Johnson, and McClelland (2013) and Broda and Parker (2014) and
identifies the spending eﬀect from the fact that the disbursement of payments was eﬀectively
randomly timed across groups of households. More precisely, we estimate the spending eﬀect of
the receipt of a payment by comparing the spending of households that received payments in
a given period to the spending of households that received payments in other periods, all relative to household spending prior to the payment disbursements. In addition to estimating the
average spending response, we also estimate the spending response for three diﬀerent groups of
households: those that report mostly spending their payments, those that report mostly saving
their payments, and those that report mostly using their payments to pay down debt.
It is important to note that the two measures of the propensity to spend do not measure
exactly the same concept. While they cohere in many respects, our reported preference measures apply to some implicit horizon not controlled by the researcher. Our revealed preference
measures omit spending unrelated to the timing of the payment disbursement such as spending
that occurred at the common time the law was passed. Nevertheless, a fair bit of evidence
suggests that these diﬀerences are minor, at least relative to the uncertainty that exists around
the quantitative estimate of the propensity to spend from each method.
We establish four main results.
First, revealed-preference estimates imply substantial spending caused by stimulus payments
for households reporting that they spent their payments. These responses are economically much
larger than the spending responses of households that report mostly saving their payments or
mostly using them to pay down debt. This is true in both the CE sample and the NCP sample.
Second, however, we also find a statistically and economically significant revealed-preference
estimate of spending by households that report that they mostly used their payments to save or
pay down debt. This estimated spending propensity is not inconsistent with the quantification of
the revealed-preference answers in previous research using the reported-preference methodology.
Thus, the heterogeneity in treatment eﬀect across reported spending propensities is consistent
with the reports as well as with the use and interpretation of these reports in previous studies.
3

Third, and most important, conceptually-comparable quantitative estimates of spending
propensities derived from each method imply similar total spending responses to the payments.
We show this by following the existing reported-preference literature and mapping our reported
spending categories into quantitative propensities to spend. Aggregating across households, we
find that the two methods as used in the literature are broadly consistent with each other.
Revealed-preference measures are slightly larger in both datasets, but this diﬀerence is not large
relative to standard errors or relative to the uncertainty in the appropriate scaling parameter
used to make the two methods both measure total spending.
Finally, the two methods do not align well in measuring spending propensities across levels
of liquidity or income. Households with diﬀerent levels of liquidity and income have significantly
diﬀerent revealed-preference estimated propensities to spend, but almost no diﬀerences in reported propensity to spend. Conditioning on liquidity of income does not change our earlier
conclusions. Among households with a given income or liquidity level, those reporting that they
mostly spent their payments have significantly larger revealed-preference propensities to spend
than those reporting not spending.
Despite the increasingly widespread use of reported preference evidence, our paper addresses
questions that are largely distinct from those addressed previous research on reported preferences.
There is a large literature on the validity of measures of willingness to pay, particularly
as related to non-market based outcomes where prices are not observable like environment
degradation. Reported willingness to pay in subjective questions is typically much larger than
revealed willingness to pay (see Diamond and Hausman, 1994; List and Shogren, 1998; Harrison
and Rutström, 2008).
Another set of research asks households to report preferences or valuations rather than choice.
For example, Manski (2004, forthcoming) evaluates the consistency of individual reports about
probabilistic beliefs over outcomes (beliefs being part of the specification of preferences); the
most relevant work in this area considers prediction about the individual’s own future behavior.
This literature concludes that survey-based intentions data has significant content, but the
content is entirely related to prediction and not estimation of causal responses (as is the focus
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of the present paper).2 This matches the widespread use of subjective reported preferences
in the marketing literature — called choice-based conjoint analysis — to predict behavior (see
Juster, 1966; and Rao, 2014).3 This approach, active since at least the 1940’s, is viewed as quite
successful in predicting individual choice among goods and largely concludes that well-designed
questions are informative, particular when using self-explication (e.g. “how important is feature
 in your choice of good ”).4
To the best of our knowledge, there is only one other economic research paper that studies
reported and revealed behavioral responses to the same variation in the same sample. Karlan,
Osman, and Zinman (2016) compares two methods for inferring how borrowers use microcredit
loan proceeds and concludes that, in that settings, borrowers understate spending and purchases
caused by loan receipt. The paper concludes that the bias in reported preference responses
relative to revealed preference estimates are likely caused by strategic considerations and in
particular that survey responses may aﬀect future access to micro credit.
Finally, and least related to the present work, there is a growing body of research on randomized surveys which infer behavioral responses from diﬀerences in subjective reported responses
across randomly diﬀerent hypothetical environments. For example, Hainmueller, Hangartner,
and Yamamoto (2014) compares inference from randomized surveys to typical non-random reported preference estimates.

2

The Economic Stimulus Payments of 2008

Our analysis studies tax payments send to households as part of the Economic Stimulus Act of
2008 signed into law on February 13. The Act called for the U.S. Internal Revenue Service to
distribute $100 billion in economic stimulus payments to about 130 million eligible taxpayers
(about 85% of tax units) in the spring and summer of 2008.
2

A second use of survey data on beliefs is to separate beliefs from preferences given estimated behavioral
responses (such a separation cannot be done with revealed preference data alone absent ad hoc distributional or
functional form assumptions).
3
In choice based conjoint analysis researchers specify a set of attributes, describe products by the attributes, create an experimental design of hypothetical products, and have consumers choose from the hypothetical products.
4
Despite being informative for prediction, probabilistic intensions to purchase a given good are often significantly biased, with reported probabilities much larger than actual probabilities. This literature has further
investigated the question of whether one can observe hypothetical choices by using biometric responses to hypothetical questions rather than survey responses (e.g. Smith, Bernheim, Camerer, and Rangel, 2014). And it has
compared reported hypothetical choices to actual choices in laboratory settings (e.g. Maximiano, 2012).
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Each stimulus payment consisted of a basic payment of $600 for individual filers or $1,200 for
joint filers, and a supplemental payment of $300 per child that qualified for the child tax credit.
To be eligible, a taxpayer had to have either positive income tax liability or at least $3,000 in
qualified earnings. For households with low earnings, the payment amount was reduced but
not below $300 for individuals or $600 for joint filers. For households with high earnings, the
payment amount was reduced by five percent of the amount by which adjusted gross income
exceeded a threshold of $75,000 of for individuals and $150,000 for joint filers.5
Within each of two groups, the timing of the payment was determined by the last two digits
of the recipient’s Social Security number, digits which are eﬀectively randomly assigned.6 For
recipients that had provided the IRS with their personal bank routing number (i.e., for direct
deposit of tax refunds), the stimulus payments were disbursed electronically over three one-week
periods ranging from late April to mid-May.7 The IRS mailed a statement to these recipients
informing them about the deposit a couple of business days before the electronic transfer of
funds. The on-line Appendix contains an example of this letter. For recipients that did not
provide a personal bank routing number, the payments were mailed (using paper checks) in one
of nine one-week periods ranging from mid-May to mid-July. For these recipients, the IRS sent a
notification letter one week before the check was mailed. Table 1 shows the weekly disbursement
schedule in terms of the latest date by which the payments are supposed to have been received
by diﬀerent households.
For a number of reasons — primarily filing a late tax return — a small share of payments
were distributed later than the schedule dictated.8 We are interested in comparing cleanlyidentified causal estimates to reported causal estimates. We therefore exclude households with
late payments from the samples that we analyze because such delays in payment are non-random
5
All income information was based on tax returns for year 2007. If subsequently a household’s tax year 2008
data implied a larger payment, the household could claim the diﬀerence on its 2008 return filed in 2009. However,
if the 2008 data implied a smaller payment, the household did not have to return the diﬀerence.
6
The last four digits of a Social Security number (SSN) are assigned sequentially to applicants within geographic
areas (which determine the first three digits of the SSN) and a “group” (the middle two digits of the SSN).
7
The payment was directly deposited only to a personal bank account, a debit card, or a “stored value card”
from a personal tax preparer. The payment was mailed for any tax return for which the IRS had the tax preparer’s
routing number, as for example would occur as part of taking out a ‘refund anticipation loan’ or paying a tax
preparation fee from a refund. These situations represent about a third of the tax refunds (not rebates) delivered
via direct deposit in 2007.
8
Taxpayers who filed their tax returns after April 15 and before October 15 received payments either in their
allotted time based on their SSN, or as soon as possible after this date (about two weeks after they would receive
a refund).
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and so might introduce bias in our inferences based on variation in timing.

3

The two datasets

We conduct this study using two diﬀerent household-level panel datasets. The two datasets have
diﬀerent sampling frames, diﬀerent survey methods, and diﬀerent recall periods. In each survey,
we employ similar econometric techniques to estimate revealed spending, but adapted for the
particulars of that survey. In each survey, we employ a similar survey instrument (delivered
by diﬀerent means) to measure whether a payment is spent, saved, or used to pay down debt.
The on-line Appendices contain additional information about our supplemental surveys and our
samples of the CE and NCP.

3.1

Consumer Expenditure Survey

We use the 2007 and 2008 waves of the CE interview survey data which contains detailed
measures of the expenditures of a stratified random sample of U.S. households. CE households
are up to four times, at three month intervals, about spending over the prior three months (the
“reference period”). New households are added to the survey every month, so the data can be
used to identify spending eﬀects from payments disbursed in diﬀerent months. The CE survey
also gathers some limited information about wealth in the final interview and how it has changed
over the previous year.
We worked with the Bureau of Economic Analysis to add two special modules of questions
about the 2008 stimulus payments to the CE survey in interviews conducted between June
2008 and March 2009, which covers the crucial time during which the payments were disbursed.
The first module of questions asked households whether they received any “economic stimulus
payments. . . also called a tax rebate” since the beginning of the reference period for the interview
and, if so, the amount of each payment, the date it was received, and whether it was received
by check or direct deposit. The question was phrased to be consistent with the style of other
CE questions. We follow Parker, Souleles, Johnson, and McClelland (2013) and use this first
module of questions to measure the revealed-preference spending eﬀect of the arrival of an
economic stimulus payment.
The second module was asked at most once, and only of households that had previously
reported a payment in that survey. These households were asked whether the payment led
7

them “mostly to increase spending, mostly to increase savings, or mostly to pay oﬀ debt.”
The next section discusses the survey methodology, but the wording of this question almost
exactly follows the main question in the Michigan Survey of Consumers analyzed by Shapiro
and Slemrod (2003b). As with many CE questions, respondents can answer that they do not
know, and this response is flagged in the Survey.
In our analysis, we focus on two measures of spending: ) nondurable spending (and some
services) which includes CE categories like food, utilities, household operations, gas, personal
care, and tobacco as well as semi-durable categories like apparel, health and reading materials,
and ) total spending which adds durable expenditures such as home furnishings, entertainment
equipment, and auto purchases.
On-line Appendix  contains the language of the CE survey questions and Appendix 
contains more details about our use of the CE data.

3.2

Nielsen Consumer Panel

The second survey dataset is Nielsen’s Consumer Panel (NCP) available through the KiltsNielsen Data Center at The University of Chicago Booth School of Business. The NCP is
a panel survey of U.S. households in 52 metropolitan areas that tracks spending mainly on
household goods with Universal Product Codes (UPCs, or “barcodes”). Participants are given
barcode scanners to use at the conclusion of every shopping trip for households items to input
the total amount spent and then to scan the items they purchase.9 While respondents may not
report every trip, the spending that is reported is likely to be accurate because the recall period
is short and household use receipt when reporting.
The spending measured in the NCP is concentrated in grocery, drugstore, and mass-merchandise
sectors, and covers goods such as food and drug products, small appliances and electronic goods,
and mass merchandise products largely excluding apparel. Nielsen selects a ‘static sample’ of
actively reporting households in each calendar year and produces sampling weights that are used
to make the sample representative of the U.S. population along 10 demographic dimensions (including income). We use data at the weekly level on the trip-level spending on household goods
9

Participants get newsletters and personalized tips and reminders via email and/or mail to upload spending
information and to answer occasional surveys. For regularly uploading information, participants are entered in
prize drawings and receive Nielsen points that can be accumulated and used to purchase gifts from a catalogue
or prizes.
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for each household for the year 2008. Participants are surveyed when the begin participating
in the survey and at the end of each calendar year about their demographic characteristics and
previous year’s income, and these answers are used for the following calendar year. We use
income for 2007, as reported in the 2009 NCP data files.
We merge the NCP data from the KILTS Center with data from a supplemental, multi-wave
survey of NCP households that was run while the payments were being distributed and that collected information about economic stimulus payments and additional household characteristics.
This supplemental survey was run by Nielsen, using the methods that they typically use to run
surveys of their panelists, and was administered in two parts. Part I contains characteristics
questions pertaining to the household’s liquid assets and typical behavior. Part II first describes
the program of economic stimulus payments and then asks “Has your household received a tax
rebate (stimulus payment) this year?” Households that respond ‘yes,’ are then asked about the
amount and date of arrival of their stimulus payment, whether it was received by check or direct
deposit, the extent to which the amount was expected. Households that respond ‘no’ (and not
that they are certain that they are not getting one) are re-surveyed up to two more times until
they report a payment. We follow Broda and Parker (2014) and use this supplemental survey to
measure the revealed-preference spending eﬀect of the arrival of an economic stimulus payment.
Following the questions about the actual receipt of the payment, the survey asks whether
the payment has lead the household to ‘mostly to increase spending,’ ‘mostly to increase saving,’
‘mostly to pay oﬀ debt,’ or ‘not sure/don’t know,’ using a question again designed to be very
similar to those of earlier work as we discuss in detail in Section 4. Unpublished Appendix D
contains more information about the survey including information on the multiple waves, the
survey instruments, the contact letter and e-mail, and response rates.10

3.3

Comparison of the CE and the NCP

Table 2 presents summary statistics from our sample for each survey. Because our revealedpreference methodology identifies the propensity so spend using the randomized timing in dis10

The survey was administered to all households meeting a Nielsen static reporting requirement for January
through April 2008, which amounted to 46,620 households by email/web and 13,243 by mail/barcode scanner.
For both types of survey, the response rates were 72% to the first wave, and 80% after all waves, giving 48,409
survey responses (of which some are invalid).
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bursement, our sample is limited to households that report receiving a payment.11 The NCP
spending data is weekly while the CE spending data covers three month periods. Adjusting for
frequency, the CE nondurable spending covers about three times the amount of spending that
the NCP data does. Nondurable spending in the CE is about half the total amount spent by
households (which adds durable and other expenditures such as home furnishings, tuition, rent
and mortgage payments, and auto purchases). The NCP sample has 5 times more households.
The NCP sample reports lower average payments.12 Two factors contribute to this diﬀerence.
First, the CE measure of payments is the sum of all payments during a three-month period,
while the NCP measure is only the first payment received. Second, the NCP sample, despite
similar average family size, has a slightly fewer number of children per household (not shown).
The incomes in the two surveys are similar, but the NCP has less cross-sectional dispersion in
reported income.

4

The Reported Propensity to Spend

This section describes how we measure reported spending propensities and reports our first
estimates, and the next section does the same for revealed spending propensities. We compare
these two measures of spending conceptually in Section 6 and quantitatively in Section 3.
Reported preference information comes from asking individuals to determine and report their
own behavior in hypothetical scenarios. It is worth emphasizing that reported preference data
therefore is substantively quite diﬀerent from survey data on decision inputs, such as preferences,
expectations, or beliefs. One can distinguish three types of revealed-preference data. Following
Manski (1990)’s terminology, the first type involves forced choice in which the individual is asked
to choose among purely hypothetical scenarios that they are unlikely to face. This approach
is more common in economic theory (e.g. Allais, 1953) and in measurement closely tied to
theory in which the hypothetical scenarios are most idealized (e.g. Barsky, Juster, Kimball, and
Shapiro, 1997).
11

Our final CE sample thus starts with interviews in September 2007 (when period t in equation (1) below
covers expenditures in June to August 2007) and runs through interviews in March 2009 (when period t+1 covers
December 2008 to February 2009). Our final NCP sample includes all weeks in 2008.
12
Parker, Souleles, Johnson, and McClelland (2013) and Broda and Parker (2014) document that the reported
payments have distributions of amounts, temporal distributions, and patterns across households that are consistent
with what is known from other sources and with each other.
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The second type of scenarios involves planned choice in which the individual will have to make
some choice in the future based on some parameters, and the question asks them to consider
how their behavior depends on the parameters. Because the individual will have to face at least
the baseline scenario in the future and make a decision, it seems likely that individuals will have
or will generate a more accurate understanding of what is causing their own response. Ceteris
paribus then, we expect responses to this second type of question to be (perhaps weakly) more
accurate than to the first.
The third type of scenario, and the one to which the present paper pertains, is past choice in
which the individual has made a choice and is asked to consider how this choice would have been
diﬀerent under a hypothetical alternative. For past choice questions, the individual knows how
he or she responded under the actual past scenario and has only to construct and describe the
change in behavior in the unobserved alternative scenario. Further, in the particular instance at
hand, we might think that an individual has a reasonable understanding of his or her behavior
under the hypothetical alternative because most of the time people do not receive stimulus
tax payments. Thus, individual survey responses about the spending caused by these stimulus
payments are likely to be more accurate than reported preferences in many other situations,
such as when the hypothetical alternative is an unusual or un-faced policy treatment.
To measure reported spending, we use two diﬀerent questions. The first, based on the survey
instrument that is the basis for most existing research, asks the respondent to choose from three
main uses of the tax payment —mostly spend, save or pay oﬀ debt — and these choices have
remained the same throughout this literature. The wording immediately preceding the choices
has varied to reflect the particulars of the tax change and whether it will happen, is happening,
or has already happened.
Our reported-preference question in the CE, which follows the reporting of payment amount,
date of receipt, and method of disbursement, is:
Earlier, you or someone in your CU [consumer unit] reported receiving a one-time
tax rebate that was part of the Federal government’s economic stimulus package. Did
the tax rebate lead you or someone in your CU [consumer unit] mostly to increase
spending, mostly to increase savings, or mostly to pay oﬀ debt?
As with many CE questions, the respondent can answer that they do not know, and this response
11

is flagged in the Survey. The question in the NCP is:
Thinking about your household’s financial situation this year, is the tax rebate leading you mostly to increase spending, mostly to increase savings, or mostly to pay oﬀ
debt?
The respondent can then choose one of these three options or “Not sure/don’t know.”
In previous use, this question has always been accompanied by a lead-in to ensure that the
respondent understands the policy that is being considered. We follow a similar procedure. Our
question is preceded either by a lead-in to remind the respondent about earlier questions about
the stimulus payment (the CE), or by questions about the stimulus payment (the NCP).
Our second question, asked only in the NCP, is quantitative. We ask households to report
how much the policy caused them to spend in dollars, which gives a direct, reported-preference
estimate of the propensity to spend. In contrast to the discrete spending questions, we only
loosely follow questions of this type employed in previous research, such as those in the 2010
Italian Survey of Household Income and Wealth studied by Jappelli and Pistaferri (2014). These
questions ask about hypothetical receipt of future income, whereas we are interested in the
response to an existing past payment.13 As detailed in on-line Appendix E, we ask respondents
to report the in dollar amounts:
For the following questions, please think about the extra amount you are spending
because of this rebate. How much (in dollars rounded to the nearest dollar) are you
spending on each of the following:
The first category is “Food, health & beauty aids, and household products” which is designed
to capture spending on household items reported as spending in the NCP. The next three
categories are designed to capture broad spending areas that would not be reported to Nielsen:
entertainment and services, durable goods, and clothing. A final catchall asks about spending
on “all other types of purchases.”
What does revealed-preference spending measure? Critically, people interpret the question
as applying to some implicit horizon after which the payment has arrived. At one extreme,
13

The question in the SHIW is “Imagine you unexpectedly receive a reimbursement equal to the amount your
household earns in a month. How much of it would you save and how much would you spend? Please give the
percentage you would save and the percentage you would spend.” as translated in Jappelli and Pistaferri (2014).
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the instant the payment arrived, presumably spending did not instantly respond so that over
a short time interval it was mostly saved. At the other extreme, all payments are (ultimately)
spent as long as budget constraints are satisfied with equality (or the alternative should be a
reduction in labor supply not saving). However, the present-tense wording of the question, the
lag between payment receipt and survey, and the typical use of language all suggest that people
(try to) report additional spending caused by the payment over a few weeks or months following
the payment, and possibly also preceding it. Most importantly, this is how the answers have
been used in previous research, and we evaluate this interpretation of the answers by contrasting
them to revealed-preference spending over the weeks and months following payment receipt. We
return to more diﬀerences and similarities in the concepts measured by each methodology in
Section 6.
All of our questions are only asked of households that have reported receiving a payment. In
answering these questions about past behavior, a respondent only has to imagine the situation
without the payment rather than also to hypothesize about how he or she will behave when
receiving the payment (or might behave if the policy is hypothetical or they may not be subject
to it). Previous research suggests that ex post questions capture more spending and that they
are more accurate than ex ante questions. First, there is a tendency for smaller spending responses to be reported for anticipated tax reductions or payments relative to past tax reductions
or payments (Sahm, Shapiro, and Slemrod, 2010). Second, reports of ex ante expected spending
behavior correlate significantly but imperfectly with ex post reported spending behavior (Manski, 1990). Shapiro and Slemrod (2003b) find a correlation of 0.44 between spending responses of
the same households before and after the stimulus payments, suggesting either that households
estimate their future behavior imperfectly or that they change their behavior as their circumstances change (or both). In either case, ex post questions provide a more accurate measure of
spending.14
Table 3 reports the responses to the reported-spending questions in each of our datasets. We
find that roughly a third of households report that they mostly spent the payments in the CE,
and roughly a fifth report that they mostly spent in the NCP. Previous surveys have typically
14

Note that reported spending propensities appears to contain error, undermining the common claim that
reported preference is the only method for estimating individual-specific treatment eﬀects. That is, unless one
is willing to make the dubious assumption that the individual can estimate their treatment eﬀect without error,
both revealed and reported measures have error at the individual level.
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found that about 19 — 24 percent of households report that they mostly saved their payments,
which is consistent with the share reporting spending in the NCP, but less than that reported
in the CE.
In terms of the quantitative reported spending, NCP households report spending $452 on
average, of which $62 was on goods covered in the NCP and $390 was on other goods and
services. Given an average stimulus payment amount of $910, the implied average propensity
to spend is 50 percent. This is extremely close to the average propensity of 48% reported in
Jappelli and Pistaferri (2014).
Why do we find a significantly higher share of households reporting that they will mostly
spend the payment in the CE than in the NCP? One possible cause of this diﬀerential is that the
time lag between payment receipt and the subjective question is greater in the CE than in the
NCP.15 Reported-preference studies of observed spending behavior tend to find that cumulative
spending rises over months following the arrival of funds.16 Thus, since more time has elapsed
between payment and survey in the CE, more spending has occurred during this additional time,
and so more households report having mostly spent their payments. Consistent with this, Sahm,
Shapiro, and Slemrod (2012) show that the share of households reporting that they will mostly
spend rises from 19 percent before the payments are disbursed, to 22 percent a few months
afterwards, to 25 percent a year afterwards.17
However, while the larger share of households reporting mostly spending their payments in
the CE than in the NCP is consistent with this theory and the diﬀerent timing of the surveys,
the 13 percent diﬀerence much larger than we would expect given the previous estimates of the
quantitative eﬀect of timing. More importantly, we considered the issue of time delay in the
survey design, and used diﬀerent wording in each survey. The CE survey asks “Did the tax
15
In the CE, we are surveying households up to four months after receipt, with the time distance roughly evenly
distributed over the four months, while in the NCP households are surveyed at most 7 weeks after, with most
households reporting less than three weeks after receipt.
16
This is particularly true in studies using credit card data (see Agarwal, Liu, and Souleles, 2007), and to a
lesser extent for studies using CE data (see Parker, Souleles, Johnson, and McClelland, 2013). It is also true for
reported spending. Sahm, Shapiro, and Slemrod (2010) show that 36% of those who say that they will mostly
spend say their spending rises “within a few weeks,” 50% report “within 1-3 months”, and 14% “more than 3
months.”
17
Additional evidence is provided in Graziani, van der Klaauw, and Zafar (2016) which shows much larger
increases in the share of households reporting spending from before the 2011 payroll tax cut (12 percent) to after
it (35 percent). However, a payroll tax cut a diﬀerent policy than the one studied here, and the paper attributes
this large change in reported behavior to the fact that is the policy is a tax cut not a one-time payment.
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rebate lead you or someone in your CU [consumer unit] mostly to . . . [emphasis added]” while
the NCP instrument asks “Thinking about your household’s financial situation this year, is the
tax rebate leading you mostly to . . . [emphasis added].” Obviously, the wording diﬀerences
did not eliminate diﬀerences in the share of households reporting that they mostly spent. Thus,
it appears that while some of the diﬀerences in reported spending may be due to diﬀerences in
the timing of the questionnaire, the majority of the diﬀerence in reported rates is likely due to
diﬀerences in sample or other diﬀerences in the surveys.
Do these issues of timing and sample aﬀect how we compare reported and revealed spending?
With respect to the timing of the survey instrument, we measure revealed-preference spending
over a shorter horizon in the NCP than in the CE, consistent with the diﬀerent horizons over
which reported-preference spending appears to be reported in each survey. With respect to the
sample, while non-representativeness of surveys is a concern for both methodologies’ ability to
estimate an unbiased measure of the average propensity to spend the payments in the population,
this is not our main focus. Non-representativeness does not hinder the evaluation of whether
the two diﬀerent methodologies provide mutually consistent estimates of the average propensity
to spend for a given sample of households.

5

The revealed propensity to spend

To calculate the revealed-preference propensity to spend, we use the randomized timing of the
disbursement of payments to estimate the causal eﬀect of the receipt of a payment on spending.
This section presents this methodology and the estimated average propensity to spend in each
dataset. The next section discusses what the revealed and reported preference estimates each
measure in theory, and contrasts and compares them in practice.
We follow the previous research and use slightly diﬀerent estimating equations in each dataset
(reflecting the diﬀerent frequency of the datasets).18 In the CE, we estimate the following
regression equation to measure the average impact of the receipt of a payment on spending:
 − −1 =  ()  +   + θ0 X +  

(1)

where  is either the dollar amount of spending or the log of the same,  is the key stimulus
18

We have also used the “levels” approach that we use in the NCP in our analysis of the CE and we find similar
results.
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payment variable, which is either a dummy variable indicating whether any payment was received
by household  in week  or that dummy variable times the amount of the payment received, the
X are change in the number of adults and change in the number of children in the household,
included only to reduce unexplained variation in spending, and   is a period-specific intercept.
Finally,   captures all expenditures unexplained by the previous factors. The parameters of
interest are the elements of the lag polynomial () which measure the change in spending in
the period of and periods following receipt relative to the period before the receipt (or before the
earliest lead if the lag polynomial includes leads). We report these spending eﬀect by integrating
the lag polynomial (assuming no spending eﬀect prior to the earlier lead), and so present an
impulse response in levels.
In the NCP, in which we have data at the weekly frequency and do not have access to
demographic variables that change during the year, we estimate the model in levels and so
calculate level spending eﬀects directly. To make the regression models comparable, we include
a household-specific intercept,  , to capture diﬀerences in the average level of spending across
households:
 =  ()  +  +   +  

(2)

It is important to note that estimation based on randomization in the timing of receipt
necessarily omits any spending eﬀects that are independent of the timing of receipt. One such
type of spending is any spending that households might do as the stimulus payment policy is
considered, announced, and enacted. Another is the possibility that all households choose to
spend their additional funds after receipt, but in a way unrelated to the timing of disbursement,
such as during a common August vacation. A final source of spending that we do not measure
is that induced by the macroeconomic eﬀects of the program, eﬀects which are presumably
uncorrelated across households with the timing of payment receipt. That is, our revealedpreference estimates are partial-equilibrium spending eﬀects. Thus, as we are careful to write,
the revealed-preference estimates of spending measure only the change in spending caused by
the receipt of the individual payments, and not by the payment program directly or indirectly,
issues we return to in the next section when we discuss the comparison to measures based on
reported propensities to spend.
Returning to equations 1 and 2, given possibly long-lived spending eﬀects, consistent esti-
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mation requires that these polynomials include all possible lags in the sample. In estimation, we
also correct the standard errors to allow for arbitrary heteroscedasticity and within-household
serial correlation. In some specifications, we also allow the measured spending responses to diﬀer
by a household’s liquidity or level of income by estimating equations 1 and 2 on subsamples of
each dataset.
We conclude with two comments about the requirements for consistent estimation. First,
consistent identification of the key parameters of interest requires that the variation in 
be uncorrelated with all other factors that might influence household expenditure besides the
receipt-driven variation of interest. While the timing of payment mailing and payment direct
deposit are each eﬀectively random, households are not randomly assigned to diﬀerent methods of
disbursement. However, the spending eﬀects are very similar (relative to standard errors) when
we treat the two diﬀerent disbursement methods as two separate experiments and estimate a
common treatment eﬀect. That is, it appears that any diﬀerences in baseline spending patterns
between households receiving stimulus payments by mail and by direct deposit is relatively small.
And so, in the interests of statistical power (and lacking evidence to the contrary), we treat all
variation in timing as valid for identifying the spending eﬀect.
Second, the ultimate sample used in each dataset is not truly a (stratified) random sample
of the population for three reasons: the policy was not applied to the population, households
can choose not to participate in the surveys, and missing responses or attrition may eliminate
households non-randomly. But, as we mentioned at the end of Section 4, such non-random sampling does not invalidate the comparison of revealed and reported spending within the samples
that we observe. For example, if we selected a sample of households that on average spent less of
their payments than the average household, then each of the two methods should estimate the
same spending propensity as the other for the observed sample if each method is equally valid.
It is still a consistent test to compare their revealed spending levels for each reported spending
level, and to compare average revealed and reported propensities.19
Tables 4 and 5 report estimates of the average spending responses in the CE and NCP data
19

This approach answers the question as to whether the two approaches are mutually consistent in the datasets
that we have and for the sample of people to which this policy applied. It is not impossible that this answer might
diﬀer from the answer for a representative sample of the population. This diﬀerence could arise if the households
treated by the policy and/or selected into our samples have a diﬀerent relationship between revealed and reported
spending than that in the population. This issue seems unlikely to be a first-order concern, and by analyzing two
datasets we provide some evidence on these diﬀerences between the households in the two surveys.
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respectively. Each table displays result for three diﬀerent choice of spending measure ( ) and
payment measure ( ). In the first column, spending in dollars is regressed on an indicator
variable for payment receipt so that the estimated coeﬃcients measure the dollar increase in
spending on payment arrival and in the periods following. Panels A and B show that in the
CE we find significant and persistently high spending concurrent and following receipt. The
average spending response of nondurable goods is $298 (highly statistically significant) in the
three-month period of receipt and $269 (statistically insignificant) over the next three months.
The cumulative amount, $567, has a standard error of 280. Panel B shows larger numbers
with similar levels of significant for all spending. The first column of Table 5 shows that in the
NCP we find a spending response on the smaller subset of goods measure in the NCP of $40
(highly statistically significant) in the month of and following receipt, and $6-7 (statistically
insignificant) in each of the following months. Comparing the measures in the two datasets,
nondurable spending measured in the CE is 2.8 times larger than that in the NCP and the
spending response is larger by roughly a factor of 6, so that the spending response appears to
be lower in the NCP than in the CE.20
The second columns of Tables 4 and 5 measure the average percent increase in spending
upon arrival and shortly following.21 In percent terms, the estimated responses are quite similar
across datasets. Spending rises by 3.8% in the three months in which the payment arrives in
the CE, which is quite comparable to the increases of 6.9% and 1.8% that we find in the first
two months in the NCP, and with the average increase of 3.6% over the first three months (last
row).
The third columns of Tables 4 and 5 report the results of a two-stage least squares procedure
that estimates the propensity to spend which is our main specification for the rest of the paper.
We use the dollar amount of spending as the dependent variable, we use the dollar amount of
any payment as the key endogenous regressor, and an indicator of payment receipt in place of
this amount in the instrument set. Inference accounts for the two-step estimation procedure
(and we continue to cluster by household).
20

While this diﬀerence is consistent with the fact that a larger share of spending in the NCP is on categories of
goods like food at home that are less responsive to tax rebates, these cross-category diﬀerences are insuﬃcient to
account for the size of the diﬀerence in the point estimates.
21
In the CE data, we use the dependent variable change in log spending, while in the NCP we use spending
divided by average weekly spending in the first quarter of 2008.
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Table 4, Panel A shows that households spent 31% of their payments on nondurable goods
in the three month period of arrival; Panel B shows 74% spent on all CE-measured consumption
goods and services. Both measures show some continued but imprecisely-measured spending.
In the NCP, Table 5 shows that we find 4.3 percent of the payment spent in the month of and
following receipt on goods measured in the NCP.22 Given average payments amounts, these
propensities to consume are consistent with the dollar spending in the first columns of both
Tables, so that we again estimate a slightly lower rate of spending in the NCP than in the CE,
even with a crude adjustment for less spending measured in the NCP.23 Although this diﬀerence
is not statistically strong, it is consistent with the diﬀerence in reported propensities presented
in Table 3 where we show that 17 percent of the NCP sample reports mostly spending their
payments as compared to 30 percent in the CE.
In the CE, the revealed propensity to spend is 31% on nondurable goods during the three
months of arrival and about a third of households report mostly spending their payments, which
implies the two methods are broadly consistent with each other, as interpreted in the early
literature (Shapiro and Slemrod, 1995; Johnson, Parker, and Souleles, 2006). But the estimate
of spending in the CE that includes durable goods is much larger, and the estimates of spending
in the NCP that include only household items are also not readily comparable. In Section 3 we
will make a more precise comparison, but first we must consider the validity of comparing our
revealed preference spending responses to our reported spending responses.

6

Comparability of reported and revealed spending measures

This section discusses the four main ways in which the two measures may potentially diﬀer, and
presents evidence that all these diﬀerences are likely to be of little quantitative importance with
one important exception.
First, consider spending done in anticipation of payment receipt, potentially included in the
22

These estimates are generally consistent with those of the earlier literature, but are diﬀerent due to the fact
that we omit households that do not respond to reported spending questions. For example, Parker, Souleles,
Johnson, and McClelland (2013) finds that the arrival of a payment caused an increase in total spending amount
of 78% (Table 4, Panel C) or 91% (Table 3, Panel C) of the payments, whereas we find only 74% in this sample.
23
To be more quantitative, and ignoring possible diﬀerences due to diﬀering spending propensities across goods,
the revealed propensity to spend in the NCP would be about 14 percent if measured spending were scaled up by
2.8 times to CE nondurable goods larger. Scaling by 9.4 to total CE spending would instead give a propensity of
47 percent. The corresponding numbers in the CE are 31 and 74 percent.
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reported spending response. The revealed-preference measure captures only spending related
to the timing of the payment.24 What is missed by the revealed-preference measure is only
spending that occurs at a calendar date that is common (or uncorrelated with data of payment
receipt). Theory and evidence suggests that this type of spending is likely to be a very small
part of total spending.
The households that are most likely to respond to the announcement are households that
are able to smooth spending over time and that do so with sophistication, such as households
whose behavior most closely follows the predictions of the rational-expectations permanentincome/lifecycle model of consumer behavior without (relevant or binding) liquidity constraints.
The quantitative implication of such a model is that households should increase spending by
roughly 5% per annum of the increase in lifetime wealth, or less than one half of one percent
of the payment per month. Such a spending eﬀect is small relative to our revealed-preference
estimates, and is likely to lead to a reported spending response of “mostly save.”
Further, existing revealed-preference evidence finds very small anticipatory spending eﬀects.
Broda and Parker (2014) use the variation in timing across the month in which households
learn about their payments to estimate households’ spending responses to the arrival of the
information about the payments. The estimated spending propensity upon learning about the
payment is trivially small relative to the average response to arrival, even for the subset of
households with significant liquidity (Table 6).
In sum, any spending responses upon announcement will be measured as part of reported
spending propensities and not revealed-preference propensities, but this type of spending is
likely to be trivial relative to the estimated responses, and so cause little diﬀerence between the
measures.
Second, the indirect or general equilibrium channels through which the payments program
aﬀected spending — such as through changes in output, wages, and future taxes — are likely
omitted from both programs and so pose no problems for our comparison of methodologies.
As discussed, the revealed-preference methodology only measures the partial-equilibrium eﬀect
of the payments on spending. Similarly, the reported-preference questions ask households how
24

Including spending arising the week or month before arrival using short-term credit, spending identified by
leads of the payment variable. In practice, we find no economically or statistically significant spending the period
before arrival.
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they respond to their payments not to all payments or to the stimulus program as a whole.
In the NCP survey, the spending question immediately follows detailed questions about the
household’s payment and in the CE Survey the lead-in refers back to the detailed questions
about the household’s payment. The question in each case then asks whether “the tax rebate
[singular] is leading you to . . . ” (or “. . . did. . . lead you to. . . ” in the CE), a phrasing which
seems to directly refer to the household’s own response, probably not the fiscal implications of
the program and definitely not to the indirect eﬀects on the economy.25
Third, purchases that use credit may cause a diﬀerence between our measures. The CE, data
record total expenditures, such as the price of a new car even if it is financed, rather than just the
down payment. Similarly, though less extreme, spending is measured in the NCP by receipts
for household goods, and so also measures expenditures regardless of the use of credit cards
debt or store credit. Thus, revealed preference propensities to spend can exceed 100 percent.
And in fact Parker et. al. (2013) documents that the payments caused economically significant
spending on new cars in the CE.
In contrast, the concept of spending measured by the reported preference methodology is
less clear. At least for large purchases, households probably report outlays rather than purchase
prices. For small purchases financed with credit card debt or (possibly) store credit, the wording
of the questions is such that the purchase price is likely to determine the response. For larger
purchases, such as a financed purchase of a car, the out-of-pocket expense (down payment) is
likely to determine the response. To some extent this is a mute issue for the discrete response
questions, since a large purchase combined with a new loan will lead to an answer of “mostly
spend” whether the household responds about the entire purchase price or the down payment.
But this issue matters for mapping the discrete answers into quantitative measures of spending.
And this issue matters for the quantitative questions in the NCP. These questions share this
same phrasing and immediately follow the discrete question in the NCP, so very likely only
measure outlays for large financed purchases involving new loans.26
25

Shapiro and Slemrod (2003a, 2003b) also provides some indirect evidence consistent with this conclusion. The
percent of households that report that they mostly spent the 2001 tax rebate was not economically or statistically
significantly diﬀerent between: i) households who thought the 2001 tax cut would make their personal finances
better oﬀ and those who thought it would make them worse oﬀ; ii) those who thought the tax cut would improve
the economy and those who thought it would worsen it; and iii) those who thought the tax cuts would increase
government spending and those who thought it would decrease it.
26
Additionally, the reported spending amounts are not allowed to exceed $9,999, which also probably implicitly
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In sum, due to likely diﬀerences in the reporting of the amount financed for large purchases,
we need to be careful in comparing estimates from the two methodologies. We are on the
most solid ground when comparing spending defined as out of pocket expenses exclusive of
debt-financed purchases of large durable goods.
The fourth issue is whether the two methods both measure extra spending over a similar time
horizon. Revealed-preference-based spending propensities can only measure spending (shortly
before and) shortly after the payment receipt because the statistical power to measure spending
responses declines with the time distance from the payment. As noted, reported spending
propensities apply to some implicit short horizon following the receipt of the payment. There
is no way to know whether these horizons are identical. However there are a number of reasons
that is not as significant a limitation as one might at first fear.
The two measures are exactly the ones used in the literature and by policymakers to get at
the same concept of interest — “additional” spending right around payment disbursement and
not spending ultimately done years later in response to the payment. Thus, we are comparing
and judging the measures exactly as they are used, imperfect though they are. If they provide
similar answers, that is at least consistent with a small eﬀect of any diﬀerences in spending
horizon.
Additionally, for both measures, the eﬀect of horizon on spending propensity seems to be
quantitatively relatively minor for the variation we observe and are interested in. As noted
in Section 4, the measured eﬀect of delay on reported spending found in previous research
is quantitatively small. And the eﬀect of longer horizon on the revealed-preference spending
behavior also appears to be quite small. As Tables 5 shows, the additional spending caused by
the arrival of a payment declines quite rapidly in the weeks after the payment, so that there
appears to be little additional spending after the first month.27
We also try to compare similar horizons within each survey. Households are asked to report
spending sooner after payment receipt in the NCP than in the CE survey, and we also measure
leads the household to respond about out of pocket spending rather than total price. This is similar to the
SHIW in which the quantitative reported spending questions are asked in terms of percent of payment spent, and
propensities to spend are required to lie between 0 and 1 (Jappelli and Pistaferri, 2014.)
27
This is not the case for other datasets and methodologies and samples. The subset of households with credit
cards that are near to their credit limits first pay oﬀ credit card debt, and then spend at steadily higher rates over
a 9 month period until their credit card utilization returns to where it was initially (Agarwal, Liu, and Souleles,
2007).
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revealed-preference spending over a shorter time interval in the NCP than in the CE. There is of
course no exact rule for making consistent horizon choices across methodologies, and our choices
are in part choices of expedience based on survey technologies and statistical power.
Finally, since there is some uncertainty over what the correct horizon is, we also investigate
and report the revealed-preference propensity to spend at diﬀerent horizons in each survey.

7

Revealed spending propensities by reported spending

To evaluate the reported preference methodology, in this section we show that revealed spending
behavior is consistent with the three discrete responses for reported spending behavior. Households that report spending their payments have larger estimated revealed spending propensities.
In the next section, we construct quantitative estimates of the average propensity to spend from
the both the discrete and continuous reported preference measures, and compare them to the
revealed preference measures. Finally, in Section 9, we compare the coherence of the two methods in matching diﬀerences in spending response to the policy across households grouped by
income and liquidity.
To compare revealed propensities by reported behavior, let  denote the reported spending
response of household , so  ∈ {   } where  indexes households. We
estimate an expanded version of equations (1) and (2) in which we replace the impulse response
to the receipt of the payment, () , with three diﬀerent impulses responses, one for each
value of  ,
() 1[ = ] +   () 1[ = ] +   ()  1[ =  ]

(3)

where 1[·] is the indicator function which equals one if its argument is true and zero otherwise.
The coeﬃcients () measure the dynamic spending responds of households reporting that they
mostly spent the payments, and   () and   () measure the response for households reporting
‘mostly save’ and ‘mostly pay down debt’ respectively. When comparing those responding
“mostly spend” to those giving either other response, we impose   () =   (). Table 6 (for
the CE) and Table 7 (for the NCP) show our findings.
First, reported preferences are highly informative about revealed preference measures of the
propensity to spend. Our revealed-preference methodology finds that households which reported
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that they mostly spent their payments did indeed spend at large rates. For total spending, Panel
B in Table 6 shows that the payments caused more spending than the amount of the payments
(the third row show 122% of the payments are spent on average). As can be seen in comparison
to the Panel A (nondurable spending), only a third of this spending is on CE nondurable
goods. Table 7 shows substantial spending also, most clearly in the second row of each table
where spending rises by 13 percent the month of arrival and 17 percent over the three months
following arrival.
Second, these large spending responses are greater than we observe for households reporting
that they mostly saved their payments or used them to pay down debt. While not all such
diﬀerences are statistically significant, they are economically large. According to the first row
of Panel A of Table 6, in the three months during which the payment arrives, those reporting ‘mostly spend’ in the CE spend an imprecisely-estimated $100 more on nondurable goods
than those reporting they mostly saved or paid down debt. They increase their spending by
a statistically significant 3.3 percentage points more, and they spent 11 percent more of their
payments.28 For total expenditures (Panel B), these diﬀerences are $600, 5.7 percentage points,
and 70 percent and are all statistically significant. Table 7 shows a similar mostly significant
pattern in the NCP data. Spending responses for households reporting that they mostly spent
their stimulus payments are about double the spending responses of other households in each
specification in the NCP.
The third main point that these tables display is that there is still economically significant
spending by households that report that they mostly saved their payments or used them to
mostly pay down debt. The estimates of the contemporaneous spending in the CE data (Table
6) are only statistically significant for spending on nondurable goods and services; the estimates
of total spending by households not reporting mostly spend are economically larger but are
generally not statistically significant at the 95% level. In the NCP (Table 7), the spending of
households not reporting that the mostly spent their payments is highly statistically significant,
but as noted, only half that of those reporting mostly spend.
Finally, but statistically weakly, relative to those reporting that they used their payments
mostly to pay down debt, those reporting they mostly saved their payments had a slightly lower
28

There are similar higher levels of continued spending estimated in the subsequent three month period, although
none of these diﬀerences are statistically significant.
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propensity to spend immediately on receipt (Panel A in Tables 6 and 7) and a slightly higher
propensity to spend later and on durable goods (Panel B in Tables 6 and 7).

8

Comparison of reported and revealed spending propensities

In this section, we quantify the reported spending propensities and compare them directly to
the revealed propensities. Average reported and revealed propensities are quite similar in each
dataset and for each discrete reported spending response. There is some tendency for households
that report mostly saving to have larger revealed spending, a pattern not present for households
reporting mostly paying down debt.
To show these points, we must quantify spending associated with each discrete reported
spending response (mostly spend, save, or pay debt). We do this in three diﬀerent ways. First,
we follow the literature on reported spending and Shapiro and Slemrod (2003b) in particular.
It is important to evaluate this method because, while “. . . this is just one of many possible
reasonable methodologies for constructing an estimate of the MPC from the survey responses. .
.” (Sahm, Shapiro, and Slemrod, 2010), it is the one used for inferring the (partial-equilibrium)
aggregate eﬀect of the tax policies on the economy in existing work. This method derives a
household-level distribution of propensities to consume based on the share of households reporting ‘mostly spend’ and the following assumptions: that a report of ‘mostly spend’ corresponds
to a propensity to spend of one-half or greater, and that the density of the propensity to spend
in the population is piecewise linear. Specifically the density consists of two lines with a kink
at the share of households reporting mostly spending, a height of A at zero propensity, and a
maximum propensity to spend of . Given that the density must integrate to one, the density is
unique given a share of mostly spend and . Our first quantification follows Sahm, Shapiro, and
Slemrod (2010) by assuming  = 1, which implies a propensity to spend of 23 for households
reporting mostly spend in each dataset.
Our second calibration instead assumes  = 12 — consistent with some households purchasing
durable goods and spending more than the payment amount. We also assume that the density is
not continuous, but instead, the propensity to spend of households reporting that they did not
mostly spend is uniformly distributed.29 In our alternative calibration, the average spending by
29

We make this second assumption because without it the population average propensity to spend is decreasing
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households reporting mostly spend is roughly 80% and the average propensity of the rest of the
population is 25% (by assumption).
Our third quantification uses the reports of dollar spending in the NCP. Households report
spending on NCP goods and on other goods. For households reporting each spending response,
we divide that group’s average total spending by its average payment. This gives a reportedpreference average propensity to spend for each reported spending response.
The first set of results in Panel A (for the CE Survey) and Panel B (for the NCP) of Table
8 show the reported spending propensities (as percent of payment) for the Shapiro-Slemrod
calibration, for our alternative calibration, and for the average reported spending divided by the
average payment for each group in the NCP. The propensities for the calibrations depend on
the share reporting mostly spend, but are nonetheless quite similar across the two datasets.
The average propensity to spend based on reported preferences range from 40 to 58 in the
CE Survey and from 27 to 50 in the NCP (the first set of results in the last column of each
Panel). These are calculated by multiplying the propensities to spend associated with each
reported level of spending times the share of households giving each response (the first row in
each Panel, from Table 3). In each dataset, the Shapiro-Slemrod calibration leads to the lowest
estimate of the average spending propensity and the NCP reported dollar spending answers lead
to the largest estimates.
The revealed preference propensities are estimated to be 57 or 67 percent, just above the
reported preference estimates which range from 40 to 58 percent. In order to calculate a revealed
spending propensity for nondurable goods that is comparable to our reported spending on all
goods, we scale up the propensities to spend on not-durable goods by the ratio of average total
spending to average studied spending (1.94). The diﬀerence between reported and revealed
propensities are not economically trivial, roughly 12 percent of the payment (giving equal weight
to the calibration methods and reported spending in the NCP). However the diﬀerences lie well
within the bands of statistical uncertainty surrounding both methods.
It is also interesting to note that the pattern of diﬀerences is consistent with diﬀerences in
the treatment of debt-financed purchases. The reported and revealed estimates are most similar
in the assumed maximal propensity to spend. Further, without this second assumption, given our shares reporting
‘mostly spend,’ the distribution of propensities has a mode at the origin rather than at the share of households
reporting ‘mostly spend’ (as intended by Shapiro and Slemrod (2003b)).
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for households that report mostly paying down debt. A household that increased borrowing by
purchasing goods on credit is unlikely to report using its payment to mostly pay oﬀ debt. Further
the diﬀerences are most pronounced for revealed-preference estimates based on total spending.
These include the amount of any purchase that is debt-financed, so that this diﬀerence suggests
that households reporting ‘mostly spend’ or ‘mostly save’ do not consider the debt-financed
portion of spending on durable goods, and also do not include this portion when reporting
dollar spending caused by their stimulus payments.30
In the NCP, the propensities to spend estimated by revealed and reported preference methods
are even closer than in the CE. Panel B of Table 8 shows that the revealed preference estimates
of spending are 33, 38, 40 and 48 percent of the payment in the NCP. The reported estimates of
spending span a larger range, but one that covers all of these revealed estimates. The average
revealed preference estimates is 40 percent, while the average reported preference estimate is 41
percent. To construct these estimates, we scale the estimated propensities in the NCP to total
spending in two ways, one revealed and one reported. The scale factor derived from revealed
spending is the ratio of the estimated propensity to spend on NCP-type goods in the CE to the
propensity to spend on all categories of spending (9.4). The scale factor derived from reportedspending is the ratio of reported propensity to spend on NCP goods to the propensity to spend
on all categories of spending from the NCP supplemental survey.
In sum, the overall quantification of spending is broadly similar in the two methods in each
dataset. Second, while the two methods deliver very similar estimates in the NCP, the revealed
preference estimates are slightly larger than the reported estimates in the CE. This diﬀerence
is consistent with the presence of reporting issues related to the presence of some financed
durable purchases. Third, fewer households report spending in the NCP sample implying a
lower propensity to spend in this sample, and the revealed preference measures match this
pattern, with an estimated spending (economically not statistically) significantly lower in the
NCP than in the CE sample. While the methods move together across datasets, the next section
show that they do not move together across sub-samples defined by liquidity within each dataset.
30

In fact, our NCP survey does not allow reported spending on any category to exceed $9,999 so that households
cannot report the price of a new car.
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9

Spending propensities by liquidity and income

In this section, we test the ability of the methodologies to produce mutually consistent estimates
of the propensity so spend for subsamples defined by income and liquidity, characteristics that are
associated with diﬀerent spending responses in both leading theories and in previous empirical
research. We look at three pieces of evidence: whether households with low income/liquidity
are more likely to report ‘mostly spend’, whether they report more spending on average and for
any discrete level of reported spending, and finally whether they have higher revealed-preference
propensities to spend.
We measure income as family income over the previous 12 months before taxes (in the CE),
and as income during the previous calendar year in the NCP. In each dataset, we divide the
sample roughly into thirds. We measure liquidity as the sum of balances in checking and saving
accounts prior to the first interview in the CE. In the NCP, we measure liquidity from yes or
no responses to the survey question “In case of an unexpected decline in income or increase in
expenses, do you have at least two months of income available in cash, bank accounts, or easily
accessible funds?”
First, do we see diﬀerent shares of households reporting that they ‘mostly spend’ by income
and liquidity? Table 9 shows that the share of households reporting ‘mostly spend’ does not
diﬀer by income or liquidity in the CE (Panel A) or NCP (Panel B). The only diﬀerence of note
is in the CE, where 37 percent of households with higher liquidity report that they mostly spent
their payments compared to only 29 percent of households with low liquidity, the reverse of what
is commonly found. There is absolutely no evidence of more spending by households with lower
income or lower liquidity. This pattern is inconsistent with the common finding in revealedpreference studies that households with low income or liquidity have higher propensities to
spend. However, it is possible that this pattern does not hold in this event for these households.
It is also possible that while the discrete responses do not reveal the higher spending by low
income or liquidity households that we expect, quantitative reported-preference measures could.
So, second, do we see diﬀerent quantitative reported-spending by income and liquidity?
Panel C of Table 9 shows that there is some evidence of slightly higher quantitative reported
spending by the lowest income group (below $35,000) relative to the highest income group (above
$70,000), 77 percent relative to 66 percent. This diﬀerent is mostly driven by greater rates of
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spending for people reporting that they mostly saved or paid down debt. We return to this
diﬀerence by income group subsequently. There are no diﬀerences however between households
with diﬀerent levels of liquidity. Reported-spending propensities are very similar between levels
of liquidity and if anything slightly higher for more liquid households.
In sum, neither qualitative nor quantitative reported spending measures show a higher
propensity to spend by households with lower liquidity in either dataset. Qualitative reported
spending measures are also similar across people with diﬀerent levels of income, but quantitative reported-spending measures reveal a ten percent higher propensity to spend by low-income
households relative to high-income households.
Third, do revealed preference measures find higher spending by households with low income
and low liquidity? While power is limited, the evidence suggests mostly ‘yes’ for low income
(Table 10), and ‘yes’ for low liquidity (Table 11). Certainly, in neither case do we rule out the
common previous finding of greater spending by households with low income or liquidity.
For income, revealed-preference measures show greater spending by low income households
in the NCP (Table 10, Panels C and D) and for non-durable goods in the CE (Panel A).
However, in the CE, total spending propensities are larger for high income households, although
this diﬀerence has little statistical significance. Given statistical uncertainty — no diﬀerences by
income are statistically significant at conventional levels — the evidence from the CE is somewhat
mixed.31 Spending responses in the NCP are more precisely estimated and imply much larger
spending by low-income households (by a factor of nearly 3) than implied by the quantitative
reported-spending methodology (a factor of 1.17), and certainly than implied by the discrete
reported-spending methodology which estimated no diﬀerence.
These findings are not inconsistent with the small amount of pre-existing results for reported
preferences. Sahm, Shapiro, and Slemrod (2010)’s analysis of the 2008 tax stimulus finds that
the lowest income group and the group with no stock ownership have slightly higher mostly
spend rates than the higher-income groups and stock owners, but the diﬀerences are small and
statistically insignificant. Their final conclusion is that less-well-oﬀ households are not more
likely than rich households to spend the tax payment.
For liquidity, Table 11 shows that households that have low liquidity have a higher propensity
31

We find a similar pattern and bigger standard errors when we divide households into the same three income
groups as in Table 9.
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to spend according to revealed preference measures. Whether households report spending or not,
contemporaneous revealed spending propensities are higher for households with low income or
low liquidity despite identical shares reporting mostly spending across liquidity groups.
While the reported-preference measures generally fail to capture the greater rates of spending
by low income or low liquidity households, they continue to accurately reflect the pattern of
revealed spending within each income or liquidity group, as we saw in Section 6 for the average
household: for any sub-group, the estimated spending response is larger for households that
report mostly spending their payments (in all 8 Panels of Tables 10 and 11).
In sum, and the main point of this Section, households with diﬀerent levels of liquidity
and income have significantly diﬀerent revealed-preference estimated propensities to spend, but
almost no diﬀerences in reported propensity to spend. On the other hand, the results of Sections
(7) and (8) continue to hold: reported preference measures are still highly informative within
any group. Conditional on an income or liquidity level, households with high propensities to
spend report that they mostly spent their payments.

10

Discussion

For the policy and datasets studies in this paper, average reported spending behavior and
reported quantitative propensities to spend out of lump sum payments are quantitatively similar
(relative to statistical uncertainty) to those revealed by behavior and the random distribution
of payments. However, the reported-preference spending is not larger for households with low
liquidity or low income as (generally) found by revealed-preference measures.
While this is a useful finding, our analysis provides no evidence on the value of reported
preference in other domains, and the economics literature contains very few. There are reasons
to believe that this policy and this research design represent a particularly accurate environment
for the reported preference methodology. The questions refer to a policy that the household
experienced. The households have also experienced the counterfactual — many weeks or months
with no policy treatment. Thus, respondents are familiar with their behavior in both the baseline
event and the hypothetical alternative. Further, our survey of reported behavior occurred shortly
after the policy, so recall was relatively easy. It is an open question how accurate answers to
forward-looking or purely hypothetical questions about spending will turn out to be in other
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settings.
In future research in the area of consumption spending, our findings suggest several avenues
for improvement in the design and implementation of reported spending measurement. Given
that we find diﬀerences to be most pronounced in the CE (and possibly related to the purchase
of durable goods), it would be useful to field reported-preference questions that ask not only
about spending but that are more explicit about the purchase of durable items and the treatment
of debt. For example, in addition to spending, one could also how much borrowing was done
to make the purchases, so that one can distinguish for example down payment amounts from
purchase prices for goods purchased on credit. To date, it is not clear how people answer the
current questions.
While one might naturally expect that it would be possible to improve measures of reported
spending by incentivizing unbiasedness or accuracy, there is at the moment no understand of
the correct payment structure. Revealed preference estimates are measured with error at the
individual level. An incentive to align reported spending and revealed spending rewards reported
spending that includes the error contained in the revealed preference measure. Alternatively, an
incentive that rewards correctly reporting a group-average spending responses encourages reports
based on inferences about other people’s behavior not one’s own. The most promising, but costly
and diﬃcult approach, would be an incentive that rewards matching the average reported and
revealed spending responses of an individual across a number of policy interventions.But how
much spending on all goods might this amount of nondurable spending represent? It is useful
to make this mapping so that one can compare spending propensities between the methods.
One approach to inferring this amount, available for the CE, would be to assume that we have
accurately estimated the relationship among the propensities to spend across groups and use
the average estimate for total spending to infer how much is actually done by each group.
These numbers and both the point estimates of spending and the shares of households reporting
each answer imply that households that report spending the payments spent either 110. This
approach has also been used in the study of firm responses to tax policy, as for example in
Graham, John R., Hanlon, Michelle, and Terry Shevlin (2010)
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Table 1: The timing of the economic stimulus payments
Panel B: Payments by paper check

Panel A: Payments by transfer of
electronic funds
Last two digits of
taxpayer SSN

Date by which payment
funds deposited

Last two digits of
taxpayer SSN

Date by which
payment check in mail

00 – 20

May 2

00 – 09

May 16

21 – 75

May 9

10 – 18

May 23

76 – 99

May 16

19 – 25

May 30

26 – 38

June 6

39 – 51

June 13

52 – 63

June 20

64 – 75

June 27

76 – 87

July 4

88 – 99

July 11

Source: Internal Revenue Service (2008)
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Table 2: Sample Summary Statistics
CE Data, Three-month periods
Mean
Median Std Dev

NCP Data, Weekly
Mean
Median Std Dev

10,353

995,748

CE nondurable goods & services
5,436
4,867
3,017
5,436
4,867
3,017
10,353
CE total
10,410
8,646
7,195

NCP household goods
150.25
99.51
186.24
180.13
126.74
190.26
845,487

Panel A: Observations
Number of Observations
Spending type:
Spending amount
Spending | Spending > 0
Observations w/ Spending > 0
Spending type:
Spending amount
ESP
ESP | ESP > 0

259
951

Panel B: Households
Number of Unique Households
Household Size
Number of Adults
Number of Children

0
900

498
504

70
910

4,296

282
521

19,149

1.96
0.67

2
0

0.82
1.06

Income
Indicator (Income <= $20K)
Indicator ($20K < Income <= $50K)
Indicator ($50K < Income <= $100K)
Indicator (Income > $100K)
[Households w/ Income]

58,707
0.16
0.36
0.33
0.16

48,800
0
0
0
0
3,427

41,611
0.36
0.48
0.47
0.36

Liquidity
Indicator (Liquidity > $2,000)
"Yes" to "Enough Liquidity"?
[Households w/ Liquidity]

9,172
0.50

2,100
1

19,347
0.50

1,819

0
600

2.65

2

1.48

0.15
0.37
0.36
0.13

0
0
0
0
15,449

0.35
0.48
0.48
0.33

0.57

1
19,149

0.49

Note: Sample statistics cover the baseline samples used for the rest of the paper. For the CE, statistics are based on the
first-differenced dataset and so drop the first observation per households in levels. For the CE, we weight means,
medians, and standard deviations by the CE household weight, and for the NCP by the NCP projection factor for 2008.
In the NCP, income and liquidity are categorical variables so statistics are omitted; and all NCP calculations are based
on data from The Nielsen Company (US) LLC and provided by the Marketing Data Center at the University of Chicago
Booth School of Business.

Table 3: Spending Reported by Households
Used Payment Mostly to Spend
Used Payment Mostly to Save
Used Payment Mostly to Pay Debt
[Households w/ Reported Behavior]

CE Data, Three-month periods
Mean
Median Std Dev
0.32
0
0.47
0.17
0
0.38
0.51
1
0.50
4,076

NCP Data, Weekly
Mean
Median Std Dev
0.19
0
0.39
0.27
0
0.44
0.54
1
0.50
19,149

Reported Spending
Reported Spending on Household Items
Reported Spending on Other Items
[Households w/ Reported Spending]

452
62
390

300
0
200
19,059

627
182
564

ESP amount
Implied Reported Spending Propensity
(Reported spending/ESP amount in percent)
Ratio of Spending on All Items to NCP Items

910

600

521

50
6.32

Note: Sample statistics cover the baseline samples used for the rest of the paper. For the CE, statistics are based on the
first-differenced dataset and so drop the first observation per households in levels. For the CE, we weight means,
medians, and standard deviations by the CE household weight, and for the NCP by the NCP projection factor for 2008.
In the NCP, income and liquidity are categorical variables so statistics are omitted; and all NCP calculations are based
on data from The Nielsen Company (US) LLC and provided by the Marketing Data Center at the University of Chicago
Booth School of Business.

Table 4: Revealed Spending Response to Receipt of Stimulus Payment, CE
Specification:
(Intepretation)

Dollar Spending
Log Spending on
Dollar Spending on
on Payment
Payment Indicator
Payment, 2SLS
(Dollars spent (Avg. percent increase in (Percent of payment
during period)
spending during period) spent during period)

Panel A: CE Spending on Non-Durable Goods
Increase in spending during
Three Month Period of
298
4.72
Receipt
(106)
(1.65)

31.1
(11.9)

First Three Month Period
After Period of Receipt

269
(189)

4.79
(2.93)

26.5
(22.4)

Second Three-Month
Period After Period of

172
(267)

3.73
(4.24)

15.8
(31.5)

Effect over Period of
Receipt and Period After

567
(280)

4.76
(2.19)

57.6
(32.9)

Panel B: CE Total Spending
Increase in spending during
Three Month Period of
Receipt

730
(340)

4.25
(2.11)

74.1
(38.6)

First Three Month Period
After Period of Receipt

473
(588)

0.64
(3.79)

41.6
(69.9)

Second Three-Month
Period After Period of

170
(870)

-2.60
(5.53)

8.1
(103.0)

Effect over Period of
Receipt and Period After

1,204
(891)

2.45
(2.83)

115.7
(105.0)

Note: Results are based on regressions in which the dependent variable is the change in household spending
(or the log-change) and the regressors are the distributed lag of the stimulus payment (or an indicator of
payment receipt), period fixed effects, age, change in the number of children and change in the number of
adults. The third column is based on instrumental variables estimaton in which the amount of the payment is
excluded and the indicator of payment receipt is used in the instrument set. Data covers 10,353 observations
on 4,296 households. CE weights are used. Parentheses contain standard errors that are robust to arbitrary
heteroskedasticity and within-household correlation.

Table 5: Revealed Spending Response to Receipt of Stimulus Payment, NCP
Specification:
(Intepretation)
Increase in spending during
Month Following
Receipt

Dollar Spending on Spending as Pct. Of Monthly
Payment Indicator
Q1 Spending on Indicator
(Dollars spent
(Avg. Percent increase in
during period)
spending during period)

Dollar Spending on
Payment, 2SLS
(Percent of payment
spent during period)

39.94
(5.61)

6.89
(1.26)

4.31
(0.62)

Second Month After
Receipt

6.95
(7.01)

1.80
(1.60)

0.50
(0.70)

Third Month After
Receipt

6.08
(9.35)

2.00
(2.00)

0.30
(1.00)

52.97
(19.57)

3.57
(1.50)

5.06
(2.02)

Effect Over First Three
Months

Note: Parentheses contain standard errors that are robust to arbitrary heteroskedasticity and within-household
correlation. In addition to the reported leads and lags of the ESP variable, all regressions include household fixed
effects and lags of the ESP variable covering the entire sample period. NPC observations are weighted by
Nielsen's projection factor. All NCP calculations are based on data from The Nielsen Company (US) LLC and
provided by the Marketing Data Center at the University of Chicago Booth School of Business.

Table 6: Revealed Spending by Reported Spending in the CE
Household Report:

Mostly
Spend

Mostly Save or
Pay Down Debt

Test of Equality,
Mostly Save
p-value

Mostly Pay
Down Debt

Panel A: Nondurable Spending During Three-Month Period of Receipt
Spending in dollars

366
(120)

267
(111)

0.29

221
(133)

255
(103)

Log-percent increase

7.02
(1.89)

3.71
(1.72)

0.02

2.79
(2.08)

3.87
(1.61)

Percent of payment spent

39.0
(13.5)

27.5
(12.4)

0.24

22.5
(13.9)

25.9
(10.9)

Panel B: Total Spending During Three-Month Period of Receipt
Spending in dollars

1167
(400)

539
(350)

0.03

645
(393)

357
(327)

Log-percent increase

8.19
(2.52)

2.52
(2.17)

0.00

2.72
(2.63)

2.51
(2.01)

Percent of payment spent

122.4
(45.1)

52.9
(39.4)

0.03

63.9
(41.5)

32.9
(34.7)

Note: Statistics based on regressions with dependent variable of dollar change (or log-change) in spending and explanatory
variables are a distributed lag of payment amount, an indicator of payment receipt, or the latter used as an instrument for
the former, as well as month effects, age, change in the number of children, and change in the number of adults. The final
two columns are from a different regression than the first three. Parentheses contain standard errors that are robust to
arbitrary heteroskedasticity and within-household correlation.

Table 7: Revealed Spending by Reported Spending in the NCP
Household Report:

Mostly
Spend

Mostly Save or
Pay Down Debt

Test of Equality,
Mostly Save
p-value

Mostly Pay
Down Debt

Panel A: Spending on Household Goods in Month Following Receipt
Spending in dollars

76.46
(10.80)

31.33
(5.85)

0.00

27.95
(7.83)

32.84
(6.76)

Percent increase

13.30
(2.34)

5.39
(1.29)

0.00

3.79
(1.80)

6.15
(1.43)

Percent of payment spent

8.16
(1.19)

3.39
(0.64)

0.00

2.99
(0.85)

3.58
(0.75)

Panel B: Cumulative Spending on Household Goods Over Three Months Following Receipt
Spending in dollars

89.34
(25.79)

44.65
(20.03)

0.03

72.85
(24.18)

30.89
(20.81)

Percent increase

17.10
(5.97)

9.23
(4.53)

0.08

9.86
(5.62)

8.84
(4.61)

Percent of payment spent

8.67
(2.74)

4.23
(2.08)

0.06

6.93
(2.48)

2.90
(2.20)

Note: Statistics based on regressions with dependent variable of dollar change (or log-change) in spending and explanatory
variables are a distributed lag of payment amount, an indicator of payment receipt, or the latter used as an instrument for
the former, as well as month effects, age, change in the number of children, and change in the number of adults. The final
two columns are from a different regression than the first three. Parentheses contain standard errors that are robust to
arbitrary heteroskedasticity and within-household correlation.

Table 8: Main Comparison of Reported and Revealed Spending Propensities (in
Percent of Payment)
Reported Spending: Mostly Spend Mostly Save

Fraction of Sample (Table 3)
Reported Spending Propensities
Shapiro-Slemrod Calibration
Alternative Calibration
Reported Spending in NCP

Reported Spending Propensities
Shapiro-Slemrod Calibration
Alternative Calibration
Reported Spending in NCP

Implied Average
Spending Propensity

Panel A: Consumer Expenditure Survey
0.32
0.17
0.51

67
80
98

Revealed Spending Propensities, Three Months of Arrival
Total Scaled from Nondurable (1.94)
76
Total Spending
122

Fraction of Sample (Table 3)

Mostly Pay
Down Debt

0.19

27
25
25

27
25
44

40
42
58

44
64

50
33

57
67

Panel B: Nielsen Consumer Panel
0.27
0.54

67
80
98

Revealed Spending Propenities, Month After Arrival
Scaled up by CE Revealed by Category (9.4)
77
Scaled up by NCP Reported (9.9, 6.5, 6.2)
81
Revealed Spending Propenities, Three Months After Arrival
Scaled up by CE Revealed by Category (9.4)
81
Scaled up from NCP Reported (9.9, 6.5, 6.2)
86

18
25
25

18
25
44

27
36
50

28
20

34
22

40
33

65
45

27
18

48
38

Notes: Scale factor for CE nondurable goods and some services is the ratio of CE total spending to nondurable spending (Table 2).
The first scale factor for NCP data is the ratio of the revealed propensity to spend on all goods in the CE relative to the spending on
NCP-type goods in the CE (method 3 in Table 5 of Broda Parker, 2014, which is the intermediate scale factor of the three
considered). The second scale factor is the average reported payment spent on all goods and services in the NCP divided by the
average reported payment spent on NCP goods for each discrete reported spending response. The details of the calibration methods
are described in the text. See notes to other tables.

Table 9: Reported Spending Behavior by Income and Liquidity
Share Reporting:

Any
Report

Mostly
Spend

Mostly
Save

Share of
Mostly Pay total with
Down Debt each income
or liquidity

Panel A: Share of households reporting each spending behavior in CE Data
All Households with Income Data
0.32
0.18
0.50
Income < $35K
0.32
0.17
0.51
$35K <= Income < $70K
0.31
0.16
0.53
$70K >= Income
0.33
0.21
0.46
Number of households with valid income
3,277
All Household with Wealth Data
Liquid Assets < $2K
Liquid Assets >= $2K
Number of households with liquid wealth

0.33
0.29
0.37

0.16
0.08
0.23
1,803

0.51
0.63
0.40

1.00
0.46
0.54

Panel B: Share of households reporting each spending behavior in NCP Data
All Household with Income Data
0.20
0.28
0.52
Income < $35K
0.20
0.23
0.57
$35K <= Income < $70K
0.19
0.29
0.52
$70K >= Income
0.20
0.33
0.47
Number of households with valid income
15,449
All Household with Liquidity Data
Low Liquid Wealth
Sufficient Liquid Wealth
Households with valid liquidity

0.19
0.17
0.21

0.27
0.11
0.38
19,149

0.54
0.72
0.41

69
66
71

98
93
101

25
26
25
19,059

1.00
0.35
0.35
0.31

1.00
0.43
0.57

Panel C: Reported Spending Propensities in Percent of Payment, NCP Data
97
25
45
All Household with Valid Data
69
100
33
58
Income < $35K
77
95
26
43
$35K <= Income < $70K
67
98
21
39
$70K >= Income
66
Number of households with valid data
15,370
All Household with Valid Data
Low Liquid Wealth
Sufficient Liquid Wealth
Number of households with valid data

1.00
0.35
0.33
0.32

44
43
46

1.00
0.35
0.35
0.31

1.00
0.43
0.57

Note: In the first three columns, each entry is the share of households in that income or liquidity
group that report that spending behavior, out of all households in the main sample that have income
or liquidity recorded. Column 5 contains the share of each income or liquidity group. For panels B
and D, we weight all NCP observations by the NCP projection factor for 2008.

Table 10: Revealed Spending Propensities (in Percent of Payment) by
Reported Spending and Income
Reported Spending:

Household Income

Any
Response

Mostly
Spend

Mostly
Save or
Pay Debt

Panel A: MPC on CE Nondurable
Goods During Three Month
Period of Receipt

Any
Response

Mostly
Spend

Mostly
Save or
Pay Debt

Panel B: MPC on CE Total
Spending During Three Month
Period of Receipt

Income < $50K

32.0
(14.5)

38.3
(22.3)

29.0
(18.6)

17.1
(38.1)

71.5
(53.9)

-8.5
(50.0)

Income >= $50K

10.6
(13.9)

16.7
(19.9)

7.7
(18.1)

79.0
(56.5)

135.2
(79.6)

52.6
(74.2)

Panel C: MPC on NCP Household
Goods During Month Following
Receipt

Panel D: MPC During Month
Scaled to Total Using NCP
Reported by Type of Good

Income < $35K

6.9
(1.3)

11.9
(2.8)

5.7
(1.5)

68.9
(13.2)

118.1
(28.0)

56.6
(15.0)

Income > $35K
and Income < $70K

4.5
(1.1)

7.7
(2.1)

3.6
(1.2)

44.2
(10.5)

76.3
(20.5)

36.1
(12.0)

Income >$70K

2.4
(1.1)

5.1
(2.0)

1.8
(1.3)

24.1
(10.9)

50.9
(20.3)

17.4
(12.7)

Note: Parentheses contain standard errors that are robust to arbitrary heteroskedasticity and within-household correlation.
All regressions use the full set of lags (and one lead in the NCP panels) of a dummy for ESP receipt as instruments for the
full set of lags (and one lead in the NCP panels) of ESP amounts. These dummies and amounts are interacted with dummies
for "Mostly Spend" and "Pay Down Debt", and regression coefficients are summed to yield the coefficients above. In both
samples, observations with blank or "Don't Know" answers are omitted from the sample. In addition to the reported leads
and lags of the ESP variable, all regressions include period and household fixed effects and lags of the ESP variable
covering the entire sample period (in addition to those reported). The CE regressions include controls for age, age squared,
number of children in the household, and number of adults in the household. NPC regressions include one lead of the ESP
variable. NPC observations are weighted by Nielsen's projection factor for 2008.

Table 11: Revealed Spending Propensities (in Percent of Payment) by
Reported Spending and Liquidity
Any
Reported Spending:
Response

Household Liquidity

Mostly
Spend

Mostly
Save or
Pay Debt

Panel A: MPC on CE Nondurable
Goods During Three Month
Period of Receipt

Any
Response

Mostly
Spend

Mostly
Save or
Pay Debt

Panel B: MPC on CE Total
Spending During Three Month
Period of Receipt

Liquidity < $2,000

50.2
(20.4)

74.1
(29.9)

39.0
(26.5)

54.3
(52.0)

129.8
(92.2)

18.8
(62.9)

Liquidity > $2,000

18.5
(17.3)

29.0
(24.0)

13.6
(22.8)

43.3
(67.6)

84.2
(91.2)

24.0
(89.6)

Panel C: MPC on NCP Household
Goods During Month Following
Receipt

Panel D: MPC on NCP Scaled to
Total Using Reported by Type of
Good

Insufficient Liquidity

7.5
(0.9)

11.7
(2.1)

6.4
(1.1)

74.4
(9.4)

116.1
(20.4)

63.9
(10.6)

Sufficient Liquidity

2.1
(0.7)

5.9
(1.4)

1.2
(0.8)

21.0
(7.0)

58.4
(14.3)

11.6
(7.9)

Note: Parentheses contain standard errors that are robust to arbitrary heteroskedasticity and within-household
correlation. All regressions use the full set of lags (and one lead in the NCP panels) of a dummy for ESP receipt as
instruments for the full set of lags (and one lead in the NCP panels) of ESP amounts. These dummies and amounts are
interacted with dummies for "Mostly Spend" and "Pay Down Debt", and regression coefficients are summed to yield the
coefficients above. In both samples, observations with blank or "Don't Know" answers are omitted from the sample. In
addition to the reported leads and lags of the ESP variable, all regressions include period and household fixed effects and
lags of the ESP variable covering the entire sample period (in addition to those reported). The CE regressions include
controls for age, age squared, number of children in the household, and number of adults in the household. NPC
regressions include one lead of the ESP variable. NPC observations are weighted by Nielsen's projection factor for 2008.

